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I. Reading (Sources)
Score: (1-6) Reader One

3

Reader Two

4

Reader One:
You place too much reliance on a limited number of sources (e.g. Clarke). Your
bibliography is an interesting one—and not completely unproductive. Nonetheless, you
are obliged to consult the most recent scholarship on your topic. This is not to suggest
that one must always avoid “antique sources.” They can be helpful but, when they are
employed, it is imperative that a researcher do it for a specific reason—and that purpose
should be evident to the reader.
Reader Two:
The paper is based on an impressive array of sources, and all but three of the sources
listed in the bibliography are quoted directly in the paper. There’s an impressive
historiography represented in the list, although the author is not mindful and explicit in
the paper about how views of this case have changed over time, indeed how they
differed even at that time, which is what makes the case so controversial and
fascinating.

II. Thinking (Understanding)
Score: (1-6) Reader One

4

Reader Two 3

Reader One:
You demonstrate an ability to draw relationships from among the key issues and events.
You are obviously motivated, and one hopes you will continue to involve yourself in
scholarly enterprises of this kind.
Reader Two:

There is a critical question here that the paper avoids or ignores: Why did Hull’s attitude
toward American Indians change from 1793-1794, when he called them “civil…native
proprietors,” to 1805-1807, when he sought to rid them of their lands? Did he willingly
and wholeheartedly secure the infamous treaty that gave rise to Tecumseh and the
Prophet? The paper fails to integrate its bifurcated focus on Hull’s controversial
command of Fort Detroit and the author’s case that the land-hungry Americans, and not
British instigation, riled American Indians on the eve of the War of 1812. What is the
relevance of the latter to Hull’s surrender? Might his fear of Indian reprisal have been
stoked, too, by guilt? After all, wasn’t it Hull who had prayed in his journal in 1794 (as
the author mentions): “God grant, that the avarice of this country may never disturb
these native proprietors.”

III. Elaboration (Use of evidence)
Score: (1-6) Reader One

3

Reader Two

4

Reader One:
Don’t anticipate that simply “using” a source will dispose your reader to accepting its
authority, much less the validity of the point you wish to make. You must frame an
academic argument by constructing a preponderance of evidence (see, for example,
page three, citation nine). Beware of unsupported generalizations. For example, where
you say Hull “had not anticipated…” there is a need for convincing evidence. On page
eight (first sentence), you really don’t make the case that the British were not
culpable…These are but two examples.
Reader Two:
The author cites sources only when directly quoting from them. Paraphrasing should also
be cited, such as the author’s reference to claims that Hull’s retreat to Fort Detroit had
demoralized his troops, and that sending a force to secure a supply line for the fort had
been a strategic mistake, and that General Brock’s superiors had considered him brash
and perhaps too reckless.

IV. Writing (Use of language)
Score: (1-6) Reader One

4

Reader Two

4

Reader One:
Your writing style tends to draw the reader in. It attracts one not only to the subject
matter, but to the controversies it engenders. Congratulations! That is an achievement.
Nonetheless, you must tighten up on paragraph construction, keeping in mind that each
paragraph should be limited to one main idea.
Reader Two:
The writing is clear and flows well. There are, however, some organizational problems
resulting from the author’s focus on the 1807 treaty apart from any apparent
consideration of how Hull’s part in that treaty contributed to his decision to surrender
Fort Detroit five years later. The latter ought to have been the organizational focus of
the paper.
V. Overall Result
Score: (1-6)
Reader One:

Reader One

4

Reader Two

4

In order to grow in the skills that historical writing demands, you might consider making
a detailed outline first. In that way, you will be in a better position to maintain your
academic focus. As this paper proceeded, the reader was left wondering what you
regarded as your main concern: A) Hull’s fear led to the loss of Detroit. B) American land
hunger as a cause of the War of 1812 and Indian alienation. C) The question of British
culpability in the Northwest. D) Hull’s incompetence. Although all of the issues must be
examined, you must offer a clear thesis, and not lose sight of it as you develop your
paper.
Reader Two:
This is a fascinating subject, well chosen and fairly well researched, although the author
does not synthesize the history as well as s/he might. The paper falls short of a
satisfactory answer to the critical question: Why did Hull surrender? Belying the title,
which misleads one to expect that he was either a savior or a scapegoat ( to which the
paper never says), the author claims that Hull was a coward overwhelmed by fear. The
author unwittingly raises doubts, though, that it might have been more complicated than
that.
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